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Universe of Water Particles, 2013
Digital work
1920 x 5400 pixels
Created in a computer-simulated environment,
teamLab’s Universe of Water Particles is a digital
waterfall that draws on the ancient Japanese’s
concepts of space, time and the environment.
In traditional Japanese painting, oceans, rivers and
bodies of water are expressed as a curvilinear series
of lines. These lines give the impression of life, as
though water itself were a living creature. The
ancient Japanese depicted water in such a manner
because they perceived the world they were in and
nature as a living entity, of which they were an
integral part.
Informed by these ideas, teamLab created water
particles in a virtual 3D environment, expressing the
materiality of water as a continuum of particles that
flow in accordance with the laws of physics.
Reasoning that while compiling visual information in
their minds, the ancient Japanese would have
experienced time on a longer axis, a time lag that
left an afterimage was created during the simulation
of the particles and lines were formed from the
afterimages.
Challenging current modes of perception, Universe
of Water Particles seeks to tear away the seemingly
indivisible barrier between subject and object,
observer and entity, while immersing the viewer in
an experience not unlike that of the ancient
Japanese.
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About teamLab
teamLab is an ultra-technologists group made up of
programmers, mathematicians, architects, CG
animators, graphic designers, artists and editors.
Interested in blurring the boundaries that define
various fields of expertise, teamLab seeks to make
innovative discoveries and inventions with the
combined expertise of each team player.
Selected exhibitions include ‘teamLab and Saga
Merry-go-round Exhibition’, Saga, Japan (2014);
Singapore Biennale ‘If The World Changed’,
Singapore Art Museum, Singapore (2013), 'We are
the Future', National Taiwan Museum of Fine Arts,
Taichung, Taiwan (2012); 'SUPER RELAX', Saga
Castle History Museum, Saga, Japan (2012).
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